KANSAS AND MISSOURI ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE IN KANSAS CITY

Friday
Keynote Speakers Atenas Mena and Beto Lugo Martinez from Clean Air Now KC. Dinner included with registration.

Saturday
Keynote Speaker Sharonica Hardin-Bartley, Superintendent of University City School District in St. Louis. Breakfast and lunch included with registration.

Sunday add-on
Sunday morning meetups at KC Water and Mo Hives KC.

10 Scholarships per state
First come, first serve. Email state contact below to request Youth Scholarship code. Ticket options and field trip add-on will be selected at checkout.

REQUEST COUPON CODE BY STATE
Email:
Missouri - moylan@meea.org
Kansas - ldowney@kacee.org
GREEN CAREERS DISCUSSION

Join Susan Flowers, with the Washington University Tyson Research Center, to discover the job opportunities associated with an Environmental Sciences degree.

THE RESILIENT ACTIVIST

Join the 2-hour workshop to learn how to care for yourself as you care for the world. This workshop will guide participants to create a unique activism plan that is imbued with self-care techniques and promotes personal well-being.

FIELD TRIPS!

Visit KC Water to see green infrastructure in action and contemplate the scale of impact from just one site! Then head over to Mo Hives KC to see how apiaries are transforming vacant lots for bees and communities.

FOR REGISTRATION AND FURTHER INFORMATION

https://www.kacee.org/conference